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Sequential Element Timing Parameter Definition
Considering Clock Uncertainty
David Money Harris

Abstract— When the conventional method of defining sequential
element timing parameters is used in conjunction with the conventional
method of accounting for clock uncertainty in timing analysis, the results
are overly pessimistic because, when clock uncertainty is nonzero, the
element can never be simultaneously critical for both setup time and
clock-to- Q. This brief shows that the actual sequencing overhead of
conventional flip-flops is 0.5–1 fanout-of-4 (FO4) inverter delay shorter
than conventional models predict. High-performance flip-flops, with
a modest transparency window, can be 2 FO4 delays faster. While
the exact overhead becomes a function of the clock uncertainty, for
typical uncertainties, the timing parameters are well-approximated using
minimum setup and clock-to- Q values.

Fig. 1.

Maximum delay timing constraints.

Fig. 2.

Delay versus rising input arrival time for an ordinary flip-flop.

Index Terms— Clock skew, flip-flops, timing analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Synchronous sequential digital circuits are built from
combinational logic separated by clocked sequencing elements,
such as flip-flops, transparent latches, or pulsed latches. Static timing
analysis estimates the maximum clock frequency based on the timing
parameters of the combinational logic and sequencing elements. The
relevant timing parameters of a flip-flop are its setup time tsetup and
clock-to-Q delay tcq . These parameters are conventionally defined to
minimize their sum, tdq = tsetup + tcq . Unfortunately, this definition
has two weaknesses. First, in systems with typical amounts of clock
uncertainty, the definition significantly overestimates sequencing
overhead. Second, the definition does not uniquely characterize
the behavior of transparent latches, pulsed latches, and flavors of
flip-flops with soft edges and is particularly pessimistic for such
elements. This brief explains the limitations of conventional timing
parameter definitions and suggests choosing their minimum values
individually to better correlate with the actual behavior of digital
circuits.
II. S EQUENTIAL E LEMENT T IMING PARAMETERS
Fig. 1 shows the maximum delay timing constraints on a
path between two flip-flops. Each flip-flop receives a clock with
uncertainty (tskew ) in its arrival time. This uncertainty accounts for
temporal and spatial variations unknown at design time, including
phase-locked loop jitter, cycle-to-cycle and spatial voltage variations
in the clock distribution network, process variation in the clock
distribution network, and modeling inaccuracies. In a worst case
scenario, clk1 arrives at flip-flop F1 late. The flip-flop output settles
to its new value after tcq . The logic settles to its new value after tlogic.
It must stabilize tsetup before the next clock edge at F2, which, in
the worst case, arrives early.
Therefore, the clock cycle time Tc must be at least [1]
Tc ≥ tcq + tlogic + tsetup + tskew

(1)
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The terms unrelated to the combinational logic can be grouped as
toverhead = tcq + tsetup + tskew .
Variables with capital subscripts are used to describe the curve
of delay versus input arrival time. The clock-to-Q delay (tCQ ) of a
flip-flop depends on the time that the data input settles before the rising edge of the clock (tDC ). Fig. 2 shows this relationship for a typical
flip-flop in units of fanout-of-4 (FO4) inverter delays. If the data
arrives early enough (large tDC ), the clock-to-Q delay reaches a
constant minimum value tcqmin . As the data arrives closer to the
clock edge, the clock-to-Q delay begins to increase and eventually
reaches an asymptote, where the flip-flop fails to capture the data
correctly at tDC = tsetupmin . The D-to-Q delay (tDQ = tDC + tCQ )
is the total time from when D settles until Q settles. tDQ has a slope
of −1 for large tDC and reaches a minimum at the point where
tCQ has a slope of −1. Flip-flop timing parameters, tsetup and tcq ,
are conventionally characterized at this point of minimum tDQ [2].
Salman et al. [3] and Khang and Lee [4] showed that setup time,
hold time, and clock-to-Q delay are actually interdependent and that
this relationship can be exploited to reduce pessimism. This brief
takes advantage of the interdependence of setup time, clock-to-Q
delay, and clock skew to further reduce pessimism.
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Fig. 3.

Setup and clock-to-Q are never simultaneously critical.

Fig. 4.

Delay versus rising input arrival time for a HPST flip-flop.

When clock uncertainty is introduced, it is physically impossible
for a flip-flop to simultaneously be critical on both the setup and
clock-to-Q delay. Fig. 3 shows the timing for a particular flop. When
the clock is early, the setup time is critical but the clock-to-Q delay
may push out by up to tskew . Likewise, when the clock is late, the
clock-to-Q delay is critical but the setup time may increase by up to
tskew .
Skew-tolerant (ST) flip-flops have a transparency window during
which data can flow unimpeded from D-to-Q [5]. Examples of
ST flip-flops include pulsed latches and flip-flops with overlapping
master and slave clocks. Fig. 4 shows a representative delay for
a a high-performance ST flip-flop. Again, if the data arrives early
enough before the flip-flop becomes transparent, the clock-to-Q delay
reaches a constant minimum value. As the data arrives later and enters
the transparency window, the data propagates through the flip-flop
with a constant D-to-Q delay and an increasing clock-to-Q delay.
Finally, if the data arrives too late, the delay increases rapidly until
the flip-flop fails to capture the data. In a ST flip-flop, tDQ does not
exhibit a unique minimum and the conventional characterization is
ill-defined. However, tcqmin and tsetupmin are still well-defined.
III. T EST C IRCUITS
Fig. 5 shows three scannable flip-flops under study. The
conventional flip-flop [Fig. 5(a)] uses a transmission gate multiplexer
to choose between the data input (D) and the scan input. A conventional flip-flop has a master-slave pair of clocked transmission
gates operated by complementary clocks and tristate feedback to
sustain the state nodes. Several designers have pointed out the

Fig. 5.

Scannable flip-flops. (a) Conventional. (b) ST. (c) HPST.

benefits of overlapping the master and slave clocks to create a soft
edge that hides clock skew and reduces dead time [5]–[8]. Such a
ST flip-flop [Fig. 5(b)] adds two inverters (four clocked transistors)
to delay the clock to the master, creating a brief transparency window
when the master and slave are both transparent. The high-performance
ST (HPST) flip-flop [Fig. 5(c)] performs a clock-AND operation to
remove one of the series transmission gates in the D-to-Q path.
The clock-AND delay also creates a transparency window. Note that
transparency windows result in greater hold times.
It is important to consider ST flip-flops because conventional
characterization is particularly pessimistic for these flops.
IV. R ESULTS
The three flip-flops were extracted from layout and simulated
using HSPICE in a commercial 28 nm process, assuming worst
case processing at 0.9 V and −40 °C. Clock and data edge rates
and output loading were applied to model a FO4 on the inputs and
outputs. The delays were normalized to a FO4 inverter. The clock
paths were tuned to give a 2–3 FO4 delay between rising edges
of φ and φd . As with pulsed latches, increasing this delay increases
the transparency window and the amount of clock skew that can be
hidden, but also increases the hold time. Timing parameters differed
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Fig. 6.

Delay versus input arrival time for scannable flip-flops.
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Fig. 7.

Setup time derivation with clock skew for HPST rising edge.

TABLE I
F LIP -F LOP T IMING PARAMETERS

for the rising and falling edges and were suffixed with r or f,
accordingly.
Fig. 6 plots flip-flop D-to-Q delays versus input arrival time for
both clock edges of all three flip-flops. Note that timing is always
measured with respect to the input clock ϕ, not the delayed clock.
Table I summarizes the timing parameters for the three flip-flops
shown in Fig. 5. As expected, the ST and HPST flip-flops are
faster than the conventional flip-flop because the overlap between
clocks reduces the dead time at the clock edge. The HPST flip-flop
is generally fastest because it has one fewer transmission gate on
the critical path from D-to-Q. tsetupmin and tcqmin are shorter than
tsetup and tcq . The pessimism reduction is particularly great for the
ST and HPST flip-flops because of the transparency window.
Timing parameters are a function of the output load and of
clock and data slew rates. Our team has used Cadence Liberate to
characterize the flip-flops across the range of conditions with the
proposed parameter definitions. We have generated complete liberty
timing files and used them for synthesis and static timing analysis of
ARM processors, obtaining performance and power results consistent
with the reduced pessimism.
V. I MPACT OF F INITE C LOCK U NCERTAINTY
Characterizing a flip-flop at the tsetupmin and tcqmin points provides
a good approximation when clock uncertainty is large compared with
the skew tolerance of the flip-flop. This section examines the impact
of finite clock uncertainty, which bounds the useful width of the
transparency window.

Fig. 8. Timing parameters as a function of clock skew for HPST rising edge.

To minimize sequencing overhead in the face of clock uncertainty,
the D-to-Q delay should be the same whether the clock arrives at
its earliest or latest point. Fig. 7 shows how to apply this to the
HPST graphically. The curves and minimum values are the same
as those in Fig. 4 and the impact of skew is shown in gray. At the
earliest clock arrival, tDC1 = tsetup . At the latest clock arrival, tDC2 =
tsetup + tskew . Pick tsetup so that tDQ is the same for both
tDC1 and tDC2 and measure tcq at tDC2 . With a tskew budget
of 2 FO4 delays, Fig. 7 shows that tsetupr = −0.9 and tcqr = 4.0.
This agrees with the tsetupmin and tcqmin values in Table I to the
nearest 0.1 FO4 delay.
Formally, let tCQ (tDC ) be a nonincreasing function describing the
clock-to-Q delay as a function of the input arrival time before the
clock: tDQ (tDC ) = tCQ (tDC ) + tDC . Choose tsetup that uniquely
satisfies
tCQ (tsetup ) = tCQ (tsetup + tskew ) + tskew

(2)

tcq = tCQ (tsetup + tskew ).

(3)

and define

Using (2), (3), or the graphical method of Fig. 7, Fig. 8 plots
the computed tcq , and corresponding tsetup as a function of the
budgeted tskew . When tskew = 0, the proposed method is equivalent to the conventional method. As the budgeted skew increases
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above 1 FO4, tcq rapidly approaches the tcqmin horizontal asymptote
because the clock-to-Q delay is insensitive to the data arrival time
so long as the data arrives somewhat before the clock. Moreover,
tsetup also settles near tsetupmin when the skew exceeds 2 FO4.
If the transparency window were wider, the timing parameters would
approach their minimum values at larger skew budgets.
In a nontrivial design, tskew is typically ∼10% of the cycle time [2],
or 3 FO4 for a reasonably aggressive ASIC with a 30 FO4 period.
Even a path from a flop back to itself experiences significant skew
from cycle-to-cycle voltage variations and jitter [9]. Hence, for most
designs, tsetupmin and tcqmin are excellent approximations to the
best parameters considering clock uncertainty. However, if the slew
is exceptionally well controlled or the transparency window of a
flip-flop is widened to hide additional skew, the uncertainty should
be considered.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This brief has shown that, when clock uncertainty is at least a
few gate delays, characterizing a flip-flop at the minimum setup
time and minimum clock-to-Q delay separately provides a more
accurate prediction of its performance than the traditional method
of characterizing the flip-flop at the point that minimizes the sum of
setup and clock-to-Q delays. The proposed method shows cycle times
0.5–1 FO4 inverter delays faster than in the traditional method for
ordinary flip-flops. Moreover, the conventional method is especially
pessimistic when applied to ST flip-flops. The proposed method properly captures the benefits of transparency in ST flip-flops, indicating
cycle time improvements of up to 2 FO4 delays when the clock
between master and slave has a 2-inverter overlap.
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